<Klord> Prologue: Hayden remains near the other ships
<Klord> <<<Resume Mission>>>
<XO_Skye> ::Sitting on the biobed with her legs dangling over the edges.:: CMO: So, Jerlia, am I cleared for duty?
<CSO_Lys> ::on the bridge at SCI1, a cup of coffee in one hand, he sips at the liquid and stays on his feet while all he wants to do is go to his quarters and sleep::
<CEO_Jax> ::slouching slightly in the Captain's chair:: 
<CMO_Bishop> ::hovering over Sam in sickbay, running her last few scans:: XO: Just a sec.... let me finish this up.....::taps at her tricorder::
<CTO_Kordus> ::at Tactical::
<CNS_Cutter> ::getting more and more agitated but pretending to be calm.  mostly.::
<CSO_Lys> ::checks the scans of the ships, not finding anything too interesting compared to what they have previously seen::
<CMO_Bishop> ::can see she's a little anxious to get back to duty:: XO: Okay, done... ::smiles at her:: .... and take care... won't you?
<CNS_Cutter> ::stands behind the CO's chair... not pacing cos that would be wrong... but walking purposefully::
<EO_Davidson> ::walks into bridge:: CEO: Morning Sir....your a nice shade of blue this morning.
<XO_Skye> CMO: Don't I always.... Oh.....and Jerlia.....Did you check the Ambassador to make sure he's not a shape shifter?
<CSO_Lys> ::taps at a few buttons on his console cataloguing the information on all the ships within range::
<FCO_Knight> ::Walks onto the Bridge from the TL::
<CMO_Bishop> ::looks at her:: XO: Ummm, no I didn't... I didn't really have reason to.... should I have?
<CNS_Cutter> ::snaps at an ensign in her way and continues to pace/not pace::
<CEO_Jax> ::simply glares at the Lieutenant and straightens up::  EO: And you've got a lovely pink to you.  Shouldn't you be in Main Engineering? 
<XO_Skye> ::Nods:: I think it would be a good idea.....See if you can do it discreetly.
<CTO_Kordus> ::smirks, watching the exchange::
<EO_Davidson> ::hands over a PADD::CEO:Why thank you. Just a monthly report that’s all
<CMO_Bishop> ::nods:: XO: Okay....::smirks::... I'm good at discrete
<XO_Skye> ::Heads to the doors of sickbay.::  CMO: I thought so.
<CEO_Jax> CNS: I know this is your job Counselor, but is something the matter?  You seem to be agitated. 
<CSO_Lys> ::drains his coffee cup and sets the empty down on a small shelf at his station... contemplates getting another one but decides against it for the moment::
<FCO_Knight> ::Takes over the CONN from the departing Ensign and sits down. He takes note of the current position and flight status::
<CNS_Cutter> ::turns so fast you can hear bones crack::  CEO: Matter?  Agitated?  Me?  No no.. I'm fiiine.  ::big ole smile pasted on her face::
<Klord> Action: Hayden enters a more dense then typical asteroid field
<CEO_Jax> CNS: Would you care to take a seat then, so that I do not become agitated with your insistent pacing? 
<XO_Skye> ::Enters the TL:: TL: Bridge.
<CSO_Lys> ::blinks at his screen for a moment::  CEO: Asteroids coming up, quite a few.  Kinda odd really.
<FCO_Knight> XO: We've entered an asteroid field of some high density, Commander.
<CEO_Jax> CSO: How so Commander? 
<CNS_Cutter> ::scowls briefly but takes a seat::  CEO: I do not pace. ::primly::
<CEO_Jax> CNS: Of course not. 
<CMO_Bishop> ::packs a medikit and heads off to check on the Ambassador, though she'd much rather be giving birth right now.... sort of....::
<CSO_Lys> CEO: Well, they are packed in very tight, not what you would normally observe.
<CNS_Cutter> ::her scowl deepens:: FCO: Is it just my imagination or is it every time that you drive we end up worse off?
<CEO_Jax> CSO: Is it due to gravitational forces, or simply a denser field than those we are used to? 
<CTO_Kordus> ::eyebrows lift for a second:: CSO: You don't think it's more asteroids hiding weapons, do you?  Like the kind guarding the wormhole?

EO_Davidson says:
CEO:Anything else Commander?
Host CEO_Jax says:
FCO: Pick the best route through that you can.
CSO_Lys says:
CTO: I guess it could be possible.
CMO_Bishop says:
::heads down the hallway and into a TL directing it to the deck with the Ambassador's quarters on it::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Exits onto the bridge.:: CEO: Report.
FCO_Knight says:
Self: Sheilas. ::scoffs at the CNS' remark and continues to fly the ship::
Host CEO_Jax says:
EO: No that will be all, report to Main Engineering and make sure everything is running smoothly.
Host Klord says:
Action: Hayden rocks with impacts as a few of the smaller asteroids glance off the shields
CSO_Lys says:
CEO: I'm not sure, still running scans.  ::moving a little slower than normally but getting it done::
EO_Davidson says:
::nods and takes the lift to Engineering::
CTO_Kordus says:
::scans for them, just to make sure::
CNS_Cutter says:
::feels the intense need to fly across the room and cuff the FCO... but restrains herself::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Gets pushed into the Tactical console as the Hayden rocks.::
CMO_Bishop says:
::braces herself as she's in the TL, silently praying to herself:: Self: Please not again..... please not again....
CNS_Cutter says:
::kind of proud of her restraint::
CSO_Lys says:
::watches his cup hit the floor and is glad that it was empty::
CTO_Kordus says:
::reaches out and steadies the XO before she falls on top of her:: XO: You ok?
Host CEO_Jax says:
XO: We've just entered a dense asteroid field.  Normal operations otherwise.  Good to see you are feeling better.  Oh and the Counselor is not agitated, nor does she pace.  ::gets up and moves over a seat::
FCO_Knight says:
::Scans the field and plots a simplistic as possible course through it::
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: Just fine.  ::Steadies herself.:: Thank you......Another day of the Enterprise shuffle, I see.
CNS_Cutter says:
::nods at the CEO::  XO: Exactly.
EO_Davidson says:
::hits the side of the lift lightly::Self:Better check the inirtial dampers...that should be that bad.
CMO_Bishop says:
::steps out of the TL a little too quickly and hits her shoulder on the half open door:: Self: Oh...sweet honorable.....
OPS_Coreena says:
::Stepping from the turbo lift onto the bridge, takes her station.::
CSO_Lys says:
XO: With the exception that the field is just more dense than you would expect, I can't find anything else odd about it.
CNS_Cutter says:
::fidgets::
CMO_Bishop says:
::rubs her arm slightly and heads to the Ambassador's quarters, pressing the chimes::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Takes her seat.:: CNS: Well I'm glad to hear you're doing just fine and not pacing.  I take it you'll have a seat then?
EO_Davidson says:
::enters engineering::
OPS_Coreena says:
::With a nod at her replacement, slips into the seat he vacates::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::Watches the CSO curiously::
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Understood.  CTO: Still, as a precaution, take us to yellow alert.
CNS_Cutter says:
::looks at Sam oddly... until she realizes she'd unconsciously gotten out of her seat and continued to ah.. walk purposely some more::
OPS_Coreena says:
::Inputs her codes and does a quick system check::
CTO_Kordus says:
::nods and goes to yellow alert::
Amb_Krej says:
::sighs::  CMO:  Enter
CNS_Cutter says:
XO: Um.  Right.  Sitting.  I can do that. ::sits down gingerly, ready to jump up again should the situation call for it::
CSO_Lys says:
::pulls his stool over and sits down, still watching his board::
CSO_Lys says:
XO: I want to drop a.. um a probe behind to take some readings of the asteroid field.
CMO_Bishop says:
::steps through the doors, pacing herself this time:: Ambassador: Hello, Ambassador. ::cheerful grin:: I just thought I'd check in to see how you're doing... you know.... sort of a follow-up to when you were in sickbay a few days ago...
EO_Davidson says:
::checks the Inirtial Dampers::Self:Looks good...
Amb_Krej says:
CMO:  I'm fine doctor....  and very busy.  I thank you for your concern, but you may leave now.
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Feel free.....OPS: Let the other ships with us know what we're doing and don't damage it.
CTO_Kordus says:
::throws a glance at the CSO, thinking he doesn't sound very much like himself::
CSO_Lys says:
::prepares the probe and drops it, alerting someone below decks to monitor and analyze::
FCO_Knight says:
::Keeps the ship as steady as he can, avoiding the asteroids that stray by the bow::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::walks over to the side of the bridge nearer the CSO::
CNS_Cutter says:
::can't get comfy::
CMO_Bishop says:
::shakes her head:: Ambassador: That's okay, I understand, but I won't be in the way, I promise. You just go about doing what you're doing and you won't even know I'm here....::prepares her kit and herself to not take "no" for an answer::
Host XO_Skye says:
OPS: Open a channel to the lead ship.
CNS_Cutter says:
::swears under her breath and makes a break for the TL:: XO: I, uh, need to ah go.  Check.  something might have.  Someone.  Need to talk.
Amb_Krej says:
CMO:  Doctor, I do not mean to be rude, but I must insist you leave.  I have very strict religious rules concerning treatment by doctors outside my tribe.  I did not have a chance to object before, but I do now.  Please leave.
Host XO_Skye says:
CNS:  Just a moment.....heads back towards Keely.  <w> I'd ask you if something were wrong, but you'd say no.
OPS_Coreena says:
::Nodding::  CO:  Channel open.
Host XO_Skye says:
<w>CNS: So you can let me know what's wrong as soon as I finish this.
CMO_Bishop says:
Ambassador: Yes, of course, I understand, but I'm sure that your tribe wouldn't want to see you take sick again now would they?
CSO_Lys says:
::hears his wife's voice, not having noticed her join the bridge, and looks over at the ops station.  Watches her work for a moment and just smiles::
CNS_Cutter says:
::lets out a sigh.  She was so close!  Pasting on a smile she turns:: XO: Nothings wrong.  Truly.  But I um.. see, people are.  Well.  And needing to talk.  I'm good though.  Right as rain.  Just ducky.
FCO_Knight says:
::Eases the Hayden passed a couple of asteroids which were converging::
CNS_Cutter says:
::inches into the open TL::
Amb_Krej says:
CMO:  I do not find this amusing, nor is it open for debate.  Now either leave, or I shall have you escorted out.  Please note that my rank as Ambassador allows me to do so AND that your own regulations do not permit you to treat me without my consent.  Now... if you'll excuse me.
Host XO_Skye says:
CNS: Not on your life.....
Host CEO_Jax says:
::takes a quick look at the engineering status board, not being able to help micromanaging from afar::
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: You were asking about Sessom.....Have you seen him in this area?
CNS_Cutter says:
::grits her teeth before trying again:: XO: Commander?  Sam?  I #really# need off the bridge.  NOW.  I'm sorry.  You have to...  I need.  Can't this wait?
Host CEO_Jax says:
CNS: Go, we'll discuss it later.
Host CEO_Jax says:
::walks around the other side of the railing and down into the command center, taking a seat again::
Host XO_Skye says:
<w>CNS: We're talk later.....::Gives her the look that says she won't get out of it.::
Host Klord says:
<CO Pihs Dael> Com Hayden: We will not continue this discussion without an answer.... are you for him or against him?
CNS_Cutter says:
::doesn't need to be told twice and gets the heck outta dodge::
CSO_Lys says:
::realizes he is still staring at his wife, shakes his head and tries to concentrate on his work::
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: We have had detrimental dealings with him in the past.
OPS_Coreena says:
::Glances behind her curiously, then returns to a request for the holosuite assignments to be set up.::
Host Klord says:
<CO Pihs Dael> Com Hayden: Nearly everyone that opposes him has detrimental dealings.... are you avoiding an answer::growing skepticism in voice::
CNS_Cutter says:
::leans against the side of the TL and lets out a deep sigh.  If she'd had to stay there any longer she probably would have snapped::
FCO_Knight says:
::Monitors the varying density of the field as the ship cruises through it. He tightens a turn by a mass clump of asteroids and hopes that the others can maneuver that corner as well::
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: We are against him.
CMO_Bishop says:
Ambassador: I'm not joking about this by any means, nor am I debating anything. Were the roles reversed and I was your responsibility you wouldn't be thinking about my religious beliefs. I took the Hippocratic oath Ambassador and that was to heal the sick at all costs. If I feel your in danger, then I won't be thinking about religion
Host Klord says:
Action: main deflector array is overloading
OPS_Coreena says:
::Looks up at the screen, having no idea why anyone is for or against anything::
EO_Davidson says:
::monitors the asteroid field and checks to make sure the deflector dish is operating at peak performance::
CMO_Bishop says:
::smiles:: Ambassador: With all due respect of course....::bows slightly::
Host Klord says:
<CO Pihs Dael> Com Hayden: Good, then how may we help you?
CNS_Cutter says:
Self: Alright.  Get it together, Miss Thing.  Deal now.  Fall apart later.  Much, much later.
CSO_Lys says:
::needs more coffee::
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: How many other ships have you seen or detected on your sensors out here?
FCO_Knight says:
::Looks down at his deflector warning light and frowns:: Self: Tha' can't be good.
CNS_Cutter says:
::takes a few more deep breaths before stepping out of the TL and heading for the Ambassador's quarters::
EO_Davidson says:
*Bridge*:Engineering here....Main Deflector is overloading...trying to switch to auxiliary.
Amb_Krej says:
CMO:  ::angry::  Than I suggest you check your own medical regulations and my filed wishes.  In the meantime, leave NOW.
Host XO_Skye says:
::Eyes open:: CEO: That's your area.  Why don't you handle that.
CSO_Lys says:
::hears the message from engineering, but thinks that coffee is more important.  Moves over to the replicator::
Host CEO_Jax says:
XO: With a field this dense, we will probably need full shields.
Host CEO_Jax says:
CTO: Raise Shields.
Host Klord says:
<CO Pihs Dael> Com Hayden: We have seen many.... most have been over run by his minions.... be careful. We are staying together for support. Perhaps you would like to join our convoy?
Host CEO_Jax says:
OPS: Reroute auxiliary power to the deflector.
EO_Davidson says:
Computer:Bring the aux deflector online.
CTO_Kordus says:
::looks at him, trying hard not to sound patronizing:: CEO: They've been up, sir
Host CEO_Jax says:
CTO: Then why are we having this problem?  Are you sure there are no gaps?
CTO_Kordus says:
::thinks "for quite some time" but keeps her mouth shut, doesn’t' need another confrontation::
CTO_Kordus says:
::doesn't have a clue how the Deflector works, so really wonders why he's asking her:: CEO: Why the deflector is failing is something you'd really need to ask an engineer, sir.
EO_Davidson says:
::starts running a diagnostic on the main deflector::
FCO_Knight says:
CEO: This field's too dense. All of the tiny par'icles are puutin' th' 'flector inta ove'time. Unfortunately we've come too far t' go back.
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: We're wanting to head back through the worm hole.  We're here to help get others through as well.  I'd like to stick together but would need your help getting back through wormhole.
CMO_Bishop says:
::eyes fill with tears as she looks at the Ambassador, her surge of hormones overwhelming her:: Ambassador: Okay...::sniffs slightly::... I'm sorry if I've offended you... I was just trying to do my job....
CSO_Lys says:
::as he gets his coffee his brain kicks in for a second and he turns suddenly, spilling some of the coffee::  CEO: We need to drop out of warp... the asteroid field... warp speeds... failing deflector.... shields can't take impact of small asteroids at warp velocities
OPS_Coreena says:
::Getting the feeling something is not right, she turns around, glancing around the room::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::sighs, frustrated, and mutters::  That's not what I asked.  ::Gets up to look at the main engineering display::
Host CEO_Jax says:
FCO: Drop us down to impulse Lt.
Host Klord says:
<CO Pihs Dael> Com Hayden: Are you insane? didn't you see what happened to the other ships that tried? Not only that we would have to go back the way we came.... HE may be there.
CSO_Lys says:
::quickly walks back to his station and chastises himself for not realizing that sooner::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::pulls up the damage report on the screen::  *EO*: Looks like our problem is external damage.
Amb_Krej says:
CMO:  ::calms down::  Very well.  As long as we're clear then.   Thank you again for your concern Doctor.  Good day.
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: We are working on a way to get through the defense net......Also, together we should be able to overcome Sessom.
FCO_Knight says:
::Drops the Hayden to sub light speeds::
CSO_Lys says:
::sets his coffee down to go cold, he doesn't want any more::
EO_Davidson says:
::brings up the same info::*CEO*:I can see that too sir...the aux deflector seems to be holding.
CMO_Bishop says:
::nods and sniffs:: Ambassador: Are you sure you won't reconsider? It won't bode well with the Captain if I don't hand in a complete report on you....
CNS_Cutter says:
::cracks her knuckles on her way to the AMB's quarters, a nervous habit she picked up somewhere::
Host CEO_Jax says:
*EO*: Well it won't for long, it was meant for micro particles, nothing bigger.  I'll have us drop speed, you'll need to go out in an EVA and repair the damage, take Philips with you.
OPS_Coreena says:
::Watching her husband for a moment, turns back around to her station.::
Host CEO_Jax says:
FCO: We can't be at full impulse with people working out there, drop back to 1/4.
Amb_Krej says:
CMO:  NO!  How many times must I state that.  We are a deeply religious people and I will not abuse those beliefs for the sake of your medical report.  I don't know how to be more clear.  Now please leave!
Host Klord says:
<CO Pihs Dael> Com Hayden: We will drop to sub light while you make repairs and confer with the rest of the ships... It will take some time. We will get back to you with a response in one of your hours.
Host CEO_Jax says:
CSO: And Commander, get some better sleep before tomorrow.
CMO_Bishop says:
::nods and backs up for the door, bowing slightly as she leaves without another word::
FCO_Knight says:
CEO: Goin' t' 1/4 impulse, aye.
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:You say EVA...haven't done that since the academy....aye...get him to report to the Port docking hatch... ::heads out with tool kit in hand::
CNS_Cutter says:
::nearly bumps into the CMO in the corridor as she rings the chimes on the door to the AMB's quarters::
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: That's acceptable.....I look forward to hearing from you.
CSO_Lys says:
::looks at the blue faced man and he suddenly boils::  CEO: Don't transfer your faults to me.  Perhaps if you had spent more time carrying for your responsibilities, there wouldn't be a problem right now!
CMO_Bishop says:
CNS: Keely!...::stops:: Oh I'm so sorry!
Amb_Krej says:
::Hears the chimes and yells::  I told you Doctor!!!  Go Away!!!
FCO_Knight says:
::Watches the response of the engines to the CONN and nods in approval. The work in synchronizing the two has helped::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::wonders why he can't do that himself and shrugs::  *Philips*: Lieutenant, I need you to assist Davidson with repairs to the deflector, meet him at the port docking hatch in EVA gear.
CNS_Cutter says:
::Brief smile:: CMO: No worries.
CMO_Bishop says:
::drops the fake tear thing as she mutters to the CNS:: CNS: I wouldn't go near him now, he's not in a good mood
CTO_Kordus says:
::jaw drops as that's probably the first time she's ever heard someone as mild-mannered as the CSO raise his voice::
Host CEO_Jax says:
::walks over quickly to the CSO::  CSO: I do not wish to believe you meant to say that Commander.  Is there a problem I should know about?
CNS_Cutter says:
::hears the AMB and frowns.  Fantastic:: CMO: So I'm hearing.  Ah well.  I'll survive.
EO_Davidson says:
::waits at the Docking hatch::
CNS_Cutter says:
AMB: Uh... well.  I could do  that I suppose.  I was just coming to check in though; see if you needed anything.
OPS_Coreena says:
::Quietly listens::
CNS_Cutter says:
::feeling foolish to be talking at a door::
Amb_Krej says:
::slides open the door... big smile::  CNS:  Commander!  Good to see you.  Please come in.
CSO_Lys says:
::quietly but intense:: CEO: I think you know what to problem is... Commander.  ::turns his back on the man and looks over some pointless readings::
CNS_Cutter says:
::wonders at the turnabout but goes in anyway, smiling ruefully at Jerlia:: AMB: Thank you.  Its good to be seen.
CMO_Bishop says:
::eyes narrow at him as his mood changes, nods at Keely and heads for the TL::
Amb_Krej says:
::closes the door with a last glare toward the CMO::  CNS:  What can I do for you?
EO_Davidson says:
Philips:Going to have to take the work bees out...I hate those things...lets get going. before the man in blue turns pink.
CMO_Bishop says:
::muttering:: Self: I'd never thought I'd see the day that my tears wouldn't work on a man....::sighs::
CNS_Cutter says:
::sees the look:: AMB: Problems?
Host CEO_Jax says:
::walks around to the front of the CSO's console::  CSO: Commander, this is not akin to your standard behavior, and I have done nothing wrong.  What is going on?
Amb_Krej says:
::Sighs::  CNS:  Apparently your CMO is more concerned with making an impression on your CO than she is with regulations.
CTO_Kordus says:
::with one ear on the battle going on on the bridge, the other ear pays attention to a noise from her console:: XO: Sir, two more unidentified ships are on LRS, apparently joining the fleet we're with now
CMO_Bishop says:
::smirks:: Self: Of course then again, how much of a man is HE?
EO_Davidson says:
::enters the shuttle bay and gets into a work bee in full EVA gear::*Bridge*Work Bee one ready for launch
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: Thank you.
CSO_Lys says:
CEO: I suggest you move out of my way and let me do my job.
CNS_Cutter says:
::frowns and wonders what Jerlia was really up to since she rarely cared what Jason thought:: AMB: She is, is she?  My apologies.  I'll see what I can do about that for you.
FCO_Knight says:
::Gets a relayed message from the shuttlebay that the two work pods are being prepared for launch. Relays a clearance for the launch and notes it in his shuttle logs::
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: You have two more ships coming up on you.  Are they are part of your convoy?
CMO_Bishop says:
TL: Deck 1
Host CEO_Jax says:
CSO: I suggest you change your tone Commander, before I have you relieved of duty and placed on report for insubordination.  ::in a fierce whisper::
Amb_Krej says:
CNS:  Oh...   ::waves a hand::  Don't waste your time on trivial things...  what brings you down to see me?
OPS_Coreena says:
:Turns around, to look closely at Talan and wonders if she should do something::
FCO_Knight says:
*EO* You are cleared f' launch. Be careful wit' those. They're hard t' repair.
Host Klord says:
<CO Pihs Dael> Com Hayden: They are not as of this time.... contact with them indicates they wish to join
EO_Davidson says:
::takes the bee out::*FCO*:Don’t I know it Othello....thanks...how about a drink tonight?
CTO_Kordus says:
::without looking like she's paying it any attention, is closely following the argument... half expecting one of the two to start throwing punches, stranger things have happened before::
CSO_Lys says:
::pushes past the man, a strange smile on his face:: CEO: Oh you would just love that.  Fine, sir.  ::emphasis on the last word, he goes back to scanning the two new ships::
CNS_Cutter says:
AMB: Like I said to the door.. ::smiles at that:: I was just checking in.  I wanted to make sure there wasn't anything you needed.
OPS_Coreena says:
~~~~CSO:  Talan?~~~~
FCO_Knight says:
*EO* Y' buyin' if ya break m' pods.
CMO_Bishop says:
::exits the TL and looks about for the XO::
EO_Davidson says:
::maneuvers into position::*FCO*:Whose pods?
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: Would you like us to discuss joining the group with them?
Amb_Krej says:
CNS:  I don't believe so, but thank you for checking.  ::Looks closely at her::  You look.....   stressed?
Host Klord says:
Action: the two new ships suddenly make a bee line for the Hayden and open fire.
EO_Davidson says:
::starts working::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Feeling the volley:: CTO: Shields up.
Host CEO_Jax says:
::frowns as he turns and heads back for the command center, sitting down and thinking to himself::  If the Counselor hadn't been acting so strangely, I would send him there, but I suppose I will simply have to discuss this with him at a later time.
CTO_Kordus says:
XO: Incoming!
Host XO_Skye says:
OPS: Coreena, get the two worker bees back inside.
Host Klord says:
Action: Consoles flare up with lights and sparks as weapons fire impacts the shields.
CSO_Lys says:
::holds on to his console for support as the ship rocks from the fire::  
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: Red Alert.
FCO_Knight says:
::Watches the red alert lights begin to blink as the Bridge dims and shutters:: Bloody!
EO_Davidson says:
::notices what’s going on::*Bridge*What’s going on?!
OPS_Coreena says:
::Turns around suddenly to grab her console and begins to take in damage reports.::
CTO_Kordus says:
::sounds red alert, shielding her face with one arm as sparks fly nearby::
Host CEO_Jax says:
*EO*: I don't know, but get back here on the double, both of you!
CTO_Kordus says:
XO: It's coming from the two new ships, should we return fire?
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:Request Emergency Transport!
Host CEO_Jax says:
::runs to the engineering console at the back of the bridge to manage damage control::
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Ships: This is Commander Skye from the USS Hayden.  Stop your firing and identify yourselves.
CSO_Lys says:
::tries to match the silhouettes of the two attacking vessels::
CNS_Cutter says:
::shrugs off the stressed bit:: AMB: Ehhh.  Not a big deal.  It comes with the job.  Nothing important.  You'll be sure to let me know if you encounter further problems?  I do still #have# some pull with the crew.  Rank can be helpful at times.
EO_Davidson says:
::goes full tilt for the shuttle bay::
CMO_Bishop says:
::feels the urgency to talk to the XO, but sees she's quite busy... heads to her console instead::
OPS_Coreena says:
*Worker bees* : Return to the ship... the shuttle bay is ready.
Host CEO_Jax says:
*EO*: We can't, the shields are up and the transporters are down, get as close to our aft as possible, you're a small enough target, we'll try and drop shields locally.
Host XO_Skye says:
OPS: Transfer more power to the shields.
CTO_Kordus says:
XO: Shields at 35% and falling... request permission to return fire
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: Take out their firing arrays.
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:Aye sir....were ready
Amb_Krej says:
CNS:  Thank you very much.  ::Looks up at the klaxon::  Do you have to go back to the bridge?
OPS_Coreena says:
XO:  Transferring power....
CNS_Cutter says:
::notes the red alert and feels her hard won attempt at calm start to fail::
CTO_Kordus says:
XO: Thank you!  ::loads photon torpedoes and phasers, aims at their weapons array and fires::
Host XO_Skye says:
FCO: Make sure we're facing them when we drop shields.....It has to be a precision operation.
CNS_Cutter says:
::Swears.  Loudly and colourfully.::
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:My docking port it out!
Host CEO_Jax says:
::quickly assesses damage and begins rerouting power::
Amb_Krej says:
::nods::  CNS  I'm in agreement Commander.  However, whoever is shooting at us will probably not stop because of that.
OPS_Coreena says:
XO: Beta bee is docked... we have lost the docking port for the Alpha.
CNS_Cutter says:
AMB: I'm sorry.  If you don't mind? ::heads for the door and wonders if she shouldn't bring him with her.  He might know something useful with what is happening::
FCO_Knight says:
XO: Y' don' have t' tell me twice. ::gets the Hayden to face their opposition::
Host Klord says:
Action: a random shot hit Alpha bee sending it spinning wildly.
Host XO_Skye says:
OPS: Transport it into the shuttle bay.
CSO_Lys says:
::tries to track the bee as it moves away rapidly::
Host XO_Skye says:
OPS: Just drop aft shields to get them in.
EO_Davidson says:
*Hayden*:Please respond! ::tries to stabilize::
Amb_Krej says:
::follows the CNS toward the bridge::
CNS_Cutter says:
::steps out onto the bridge with the AMB in tow::
OPS_Coreena says:
::nods::  XO:  Dropping aft shields... ::She hits the keys as she says it::
Host Klord says:
Action: the two ships break off to make repairs and disappears from sensors in the distance
CMO_Bishop says:
XO: Umm, Sam... I know you're busy... but could I have a word?
FCO_Knight says:
XO: They're off my sensors.
CSO_Lys says:
XO: The worker bee is still in range, we can grab it with a tractor beam.
CTO_Kordus says:
::sighs:: XO: And they're gone...  sensors still can't even tell us who they were
EO_Davidson says:
::hits the ejection button and braces::
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: Next time we're in a fire fight, a little help would be appreciated.  Can you pick them up on your sensors.
Host Klord says:
Action: eject fails
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Do it.....
EO_Davidson says:
Self:This can't be happening...not today!
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: Take over for me for a moment.  CMO: Yes, Jerlia?
CSO_Lys says:
::locks on and looking over at Coreena to make sure she sees, he activates the beam::
Host Klord says:
<CO Pihs Dael> Com Hayden:  It seems they were after you... prudence dictated we remain neutral
EO_Davidson says:
::tries to stabilize the pod::
CSO_Lys (Tractor Beam.wav)
CMO_Bishop says:
::invites her over to her console:: XO: Remember what you implied? About the ambassador?
Host CEO_Jax says:
CTO: Damage report.
Host XO_Skye says:
CMO: Yes.....
Host CEO_Jax says:
OPS: Start rerouting necessary power to affect repairs.
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: Prudence dictated? ::Puts a hand on Jerlia's arm::
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: I believe I have your bee, where would you like it?  ::smiles::
Host CEO_Jax says:
*EO*: Report to Engineering as soon as you're aboard.
EO_Davidson says:
::doesn't get the COMM::
OPS_Coreena says:
XO:  Doing so now.  Damage reports being transferred to your station.
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: I thought we were here to work together.....
CMO_Bishop says:
XO: Well, I have reason to believe he might be. I didn't get a blood sample... but he was quite adamant about me not examining him. In my experience, most shape shifters avoid that kind of contact too
OPS_Coreena says:
CSO:  Please put in docking bay 2.
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: Sure thing.  ::smiling, turns to his console and starts reeling in the ship::
CTO_Kordus says:
CEO: Structural damage on 4, 5, and 6, shields are out, a lot of injuries but luckily enough none of them are fatal.
OPS_Coreena says:
XO:  Shields are at 10% but stable.  Main deflector array is still out and transporters are off line.  No casualties.
Host XO_Skye says:
::Nods:: CMO: Understood....I'll see what I can do.  Thank you for your efforts....I can only imagine he was a ::Looks around to make sure she can't see the AMB.:: pain in the ass.
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: Prioritize shields and weapons, Please.
CSO_Lys says:
::docks the bee::  XO: Work bee back aboard.
CMO_Bishop says:
::chuckles:: XO: You have no idea, Sam...
Host CEO_Jax says:
*EO*: Davidson, respond.
CNS_Cutter says:
::works at not walking purposefully again::
Host XO_Skye says:
CMO: Oh.....I can imagine.......Trust me.
Amb_Krej says:
::steps from behind the CTO::  XO:  That would be a senior to you, royal pain in the ass.  Try to get it right.
EO_Davidson says:
::slumped over the console::
Host CEO_Jax says:
CMO: Doctor, I believe we have a medical situation in the shuttlebay, Lieutenant Davidson is not responding to hails.
CTO_Kordus says:
::is almost startled for a second at the voice behind her, mutters something in Traders tongue that could not be translated in mixed company::
OPS_Coreena says:
*Medical*:  Please report to shuttle bay 2.
CNS_Cutter says:
::overhears all that CMO/XO/AMB stuff::  Well hell.  Doesn't that just suck?
CSO_Lys says:
<Shuttlebay Crewman>  ::rushes over to the recovered bee  and looks inside::  *CMO*: Looks like we have a medical emergency in docking bay 2.
Host XO_Skye says:
::Swears under her breath.:: Abm: Well then royal pain in the ass then.  You will need to submit to a blood test, Ambassador.  It's for the safety of everyone on board.  I'm sure you treasure that.
FCO_Knight says:
::Gets his shuttlebay crews to hurry and get Jay out of there and wait for medical assistance::
CMO_Bishop says:
::looks up at the Ambassador and beams:: Ambassador: Long time no see.... ::pats his arm::... well no time for chit chat... I must dally...::grabs her medikit and dashes into the TL:: *SB crewman*: I'm on my way
Amb_Krej says:
XO:  Negative XO.  If you check regulations, you will find I am well within my rights to refuse medical treatment for religious reasons.
OPS_Coreena says:
CEO:  I need more power for repairs.
Host CEO_Jax says:
OPS: I'll see what I can do.
CMO_Bishop says:
::glances over her shoulder at the Ambassador and mutters as the doors close:: Self: Religious reasons my Aunt Fanny....
FCO_Knight says:
XO: I got those myst'ry ships back on me scopes.
Host XO_Skye says:
Amb: This is medical treatment.....I will have you confined if you don't comply.  I hate to be just as big a pain in the ass, but the ship is under my command.  I won't have anyone jeopardizing my ship.
EO_Davidson says:
All: Someone help me
Host XO_Skye says:
<Isn't a medical treatment>
CNS_Cutter says:
::wonders at a compromise:: XO/AMB: Um... far be it from me to butt in here but would it be possible for you to say... oh... donate blood then?  For non-medical reasons?
Host Klord says:
Action: the ships return with weapons blazing
Host XO_Skye says:
CNS: Excellent idea.  Handle it for me.
Host XO_Skye says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: Take them out.
CNS_Cutter says:
::mutters under her breath:: Jason’s ship.
CSO_Lys says:
::tries to get a good scan of the ships this time::
CMO_Bishop says:
::heads to the dockingbay as fast as she can::
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: Some help would be appreciated.
CTO_Kordus says:
::fires with everything they've got::
FCO_Knight says:
::Tries evasive pattern sigma::
CMO_Bishop says:
::enters docking bay 2, looking around wildly:: Crewman: Where is he?
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Stol: Respond!
Host Klord says:
Action: the Hayden is raked by the weapons... shields fail completely
EO_Davidson says:
::weakly::CMO:Hey doc
CTO_Kordus says:
XO: Shields are completely gone
Amb_Krej says:
::moves over and wraps his arms around the CNS.....  begins laughing hysterically as a transporter beam takes them both away::
CSO_Lys says:
::struggles to stay on his feet::
Host XO_Skye says:
FCO: Hide us in the asteroid belt
CMO_Bishop says:
::looks down at the EO, gasping at all the blood:: EO: Jay...::heads to him and kneels by his side, fumbling to open her kit::
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Something or someone just beamed off the ship.
FCO_Knight says:
::Makes a beeline for the asteroid belt::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Seeing the CNS disappear curses.::
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: Get my shields up!
Host Klord says:
Action: the two ships break off and disappear again
CSO_Lys says:
XO: I can track it back to one of the attack vessels.
CMO_Bishop says:
:;watches his eyes flutter:: EO: Stay with me Jay.... stay with me.... *OPS*: I need a site to site transport to sickbay...NOW!
Host XO_Skye says:
FCO: Pursuit course.
EO_Davidson says:
CMO: Guess Othello and I wont' be able to get that drink tonight...egh? Tell him I am sorry! tell the Commander..... ::head falls limply to the left::
OPS_Coreena says:
::Nodding, initiates a site to site::
CMO_Bishop says:
EO: Jay? Jay!.... Oh no.... come on... no.... ::feels her eyes sting::
Host Klord says:
<<<Pause mission>>>

